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Midmark has developed a variety of exam room tables  
that give you the flexibility you need to care for your patients.  
From our Canis Major® exam lift table to our fixed height 
island and peninsula tables that integrate with our high 
quality casework, you can achieve the look you desire with 
the function you need. 

Unparalleled efficiency and aesthetics 
for your practice.
Partner with Midmark to 
create the most efficient 
exam or treatment room 
possible. We perform 
clinical observation to 
develop products that help 
you optimize workflow  
and create an aesthetically 
pleasing workspace.

Canis Major® Dry Lift Table

Folding Exam Table

The unique fold down design of our wall-mounted folding 
exam table features a stationary work surface perfect for 
charts, instruments and client education materials. Plus, a 
special "gas-assist" lifting mechanism makes raising and 
lowering the table a breeze. Midmark tables are designed to 
enhance your workflow and make you, your patients and 
clients as comfortable as possible. 



Midmark offers adjustable and fixed 
height wet and dry tables that help  
you develop an efficient workflow  
in your treatment room.

Canis Major® shown with Cardell® MAX-12 DUO HD,  
Matrx VMS® Anesthesia Machine and VIP 3000® Vaporizer

Our wet and dry peninsula tables are available in 48" and 60" 
lengths and are designed to connect to a wall or casework.  
Our dry peninsula table can be ordered with an overhang  
(in either table length), or you can choose to add more storage 
below for point-of-care supplies.

Corded hand control raises  
and lowers the table with a 
remarkably quiet actuator  
that requires no internal 
maintenance. Optional, automatic weight 

averaging scale is accurate 
from 50 grams to 300 pounds, 
making it ideal for small exotics  
up to the biggest dogs.

Includes an 8-foot, lightweight, 
water temperature controlled 
sprayer for easy cleanup. 

Treatment Room

Convenient debris trap  
between tub and drain can  
be removed and cleaned to 
keep your table functioning 
properly.



The VetPro® Solo  
is a unique, space- 
saving, oil-free 
compressor designed 
to provide drive air  
to the VetPro® 5000 
wall, cabinet or table 
mounted dental 
delivery systems. 

The VetPro® 5000 Dental Station includes the VetPro® 
5000 Dental Delivery System, the VetPro® Solo Dental 
Compressor System and Midmark Treatment Table for  
a complete, space-saving dental work station.

Our space-saving designs allow 
you to have the equipment  
you need, where you need it 
without sacrificing floor space, 
creating the most efficient, 
effective space possible.

Midmark Dental Stations

Fixed Height Island

Fixed Height Peninsula

Exam and Prep Tables
Midmark fixed height tables feature our sturdy 18-gauge steel inner 
construction and are available in a variety of woodgrain and solid  
patterns. They integrate with Midmark casework, allowing you to  
create an aesthetically pleasing environment in your clinic.
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Table Canis Major® Dry Canis Major® Wet Dry Island Folding Exam Table Dry Peninsula Wet Peninsula

Room Application Exam Treatment Exam or Prep Exam Exam or Prep Exam or Prep

Height 60" (152.4 cm) 
column

60" (152.4 cm) 
column

36" (91.4 cm) 36" (91.4 cm) 36" (91.4 cm) 36" (91.4 cm)

Table Length 45" (114.3 cm) 45" (114.3 cm) or 
60" (152.4 cm)

44" or 59"  
 (111.8 or 149.9 cm)

26" (66cm) Folding 
Surface

16" (40.6cm) Fixed 
Work Surface

48" or 60"  
(121.9 or 152.4 cm)

48" or 60"  
(121.9 or 152.4 cm)

Overall Length 55.5" (141 cm) 
footprint

61" or 77"  
(154.9 or 195.6 cm) 

footprint
- 42" (106.7cm) - -

Width 25.5" (64.8 cm) 30" (76.2 cm) 26" (66.1 cm) 24” (61 cm) 25" (63.5 cm) 26" (66.1 cm)

Product Weight
315 - 320 lb 

(142 - 145 kg) 
scale

366 - 395 lb 
(166 - 179 kg) 

length/scale

225 - 275 lb 
(102 - 125 kg) 

length
90 lb (41 kg)

225 - 275 lb 
(102 - 125 kg) 

length

250 - 275 lb 
(113 - 125 kg) 

length

Patient Weight Capacity 300 lb (136 kg) 300 lb (136 kg) 300 lb (136 kg) 150 lb (68 kg) 300 lb (136 kg) 300 lb (136 kg)

Electrical 115 VAC, 10 Amps 
4' (121 cm) cord

115 VAC, 10 Amps 
4' (121 cm) cord 
GFI Receptacle;  

Class A, 20 A Rated, 
2P, 125V, 60Hz

- - - -

Models 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CMWS  
with scale 

 
CMWO  

without scale

CMDT-45  
without scale 

 
CMDT-WS-45  

with scale 
 

CMDT-60  
without scale 

 
CMDT-WS-60  

with scale

                 44" Models 

           8004-001-01-XXX 

           8004-002-01-XXX 

           8004-003-01-XXX 

           8004-004-01-XXX 

           8004-005-01-XXX 

 

                 59" Models 

           8004-006-01-XXX 

           8004-007-01-XXX 

           8004-008-01-XXX

 8012-00-001

           Without Overhang 

           8007-001-01-XXX (48" Right) 

           8007-002-01-XXX (48" Left) 

           8007-005-01-XXX (60" Right) 

           8007-006-01-XXX (60" Left) 

 
          With Overhang 

          8007-003-01-XXX (48" Right) 

          8007-004-01-XXX (48" Left) 

          8007-007-01-XXX (60" Right) 

          8007-008-01-XXX (60" Left)

            48" Models 

            8003-001-01-XXX (Right) 

            8003-002-01-XXX (Left) 

            8003-003-01-XXX (Right) 

            8003-004-01-XXX (Left) 

 
            60" Models 

            8003-005-01-XXX (Right) 

            8003-006-01-XXX (Left) 

            8003-007-01-XXX (Right) 

            8003-008-01-XXX (Left) 

*Call for 8003 VetPro® 5000 model  
  numbers.

Lift Tables Exam/Prep Tables

Specifications

XXX denotes color selection choice. Please specify at time of order. Fixed Height Tables also available in woodgrains and solid colors.

Door

Trash Chute

1 Drawer, Door

4 Drawers

3 Drawers


